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Gabrielle Young, PhD, is an Associate Professor in the
Faculty of Education, at Memorial University in
Newfoundland and Labrador where she works with
graduate and undergraduate students of education. She completed doctoral studies at Western
University in London, Ontario.
Gabrielle teaches courses that build skills in understanding and supporting students with
specific learning disorders such as the Nature and Characteristics of Learning Disabilities and
Inclusive Practices for Students with Learning Disabilities.
Gabrielle's research interests surround the use of assistive and instructional technology in
inclusive classrooms. She has focused on applying the principles of universal design for
learning and differentiated instruction to support students with exceptionalities in the general
education classroom. Other research interests include ensuring quality childhood education and
care and building pre-service teachers’ efficacy to support students in inclusive classrooms.
Gabrielle has also worked to facilitate the positive mental health of students and teachers.
She has been active as a volunteer in the Learning Disabilities Association. Gabrielle is a
member of the Canadian Centre for Inclusive Education based at Western University and is a
member of Inclusive Education Canada’s “Network of Associates”.
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Key Issues in this Chat Session:
1.Technology for All: Ideally, teachers should introduce assistive technology for all students.
Not only will this improve academic outcomes for all students, but it will also help reduce the
stigma that surrounds technology when it is only used by some students.
2.There Is Still A Lot to Learn Re: Technology: With an abundance of assistive technologies
available, there is still a long way to go in terms of teachers being aware of and comfortable using
technology. Gabrielle states that this is even the case for newer teachers who are considered
‘digital-natives’. Regular teacher training on assistive technologies may help improve awareness
and the comfortable and effective use of assistive technology.
3.No Student Left Behind: Classroom activities using assistive technologies can be altered to
meet the needs of all students. Gabrielle provided an example for teaching Shakespeare in high
school classes. Students may have access via technology to different versions of the text, or
even access to videos performing the plays to accommodate all learning levels.
4.Leadership Matters: Gabrielle noted the importance of leadership in schools when it comes to
inclusion. Principals do the hiring of teachers and staff so they set the expectations for inclusive
practices within the school. The province of Newfoundland does not have school districts
anymore, thus leadership at the school level is even more pertinent.

Potential Discussion Questions (before viewing):
1. Do you have any experience with assistive technologies? Was this experience positive?
Did you feel that you had a strong understanding of the technology used?
2. What are some benefits of removing school districts and instead having one board for an
entire province?

Potential Discussion Questions (after viewing):
1. How do you think introducing assistive technologies for all students would reduce the stigma
surrounding the use of technology when it is only given to some students?
2. What priorities would you set for using assistive technologies with students in the classroom?
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